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About This Content

Legendary Soviet (Ukrainian) high-floored bus with medium passenger capacity. This bus was manufactured from 1974 to
2006. Even today you can see some of them on roads of post-Soviet countries.

Main advantages are construction simplicity and reliable construction smoothed out its tight cabin, narrow doors and
overheating engine. 176.000 buses were made in total.

The history of that bus is pretty interesting. In the spring of 1986 a special modification of this bus was made to evacuate people
from Exclusion zone after Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant disaster and deliver specialists there. Also, there was modification

for 1980 Olympic Games, featuring more comfortable seats and less narrow doors.

There are following modifications you can install:
- 3 paintings

- Steering wheel cover
- Curtains for windshield

- Driver’s door
- Radiator grille

- Changeable appearance of front panel
- 2 types of headlamps and fog lamps
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Title: Bus Driver Simulator - Soviet Legend
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
KishMish Games
Publisher:
KishMish Games
Franchise:
Bus Driver Simulator
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 1.9ghz Intel i5-equivalent processor or higher

Processor: 1.9ghz Intel i5-equivalent processor or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Onboard or dedicated graphics accelerator with 1GB+ of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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Even though i bought this in a sale I would say that 90% discount is more realistic for this route. It is too short, simplistic and
poorly made with clunky unrealistic scenery. The stations, signal and other unique assets are low quality and make even the
stock assets look reasonable. It looks as if it was thrown together in a month and released before it reached a reasonable length
with at least Newquay, Burngullow and Bodmin Road included. I have seen far better freeware routes. On the plus side it's an
area I know and has enough of a passing resemblance to be mildly distracting... for a few hours at most.. Nope. It just gets to the
part that its not fun. Especially the soldires. F**K them.. Ripoff. Reused sounds, reused models, and only one passenger view.
Really DTG? You can do better than this. You let me down.. Love this game ! Exellent value for its price.Looking forward to
the next DLC.
Improvments - Add camera auto follow on selected ship.
. not good
. I have to say that was much better than I expected. It looked really good on the odyssey+ especially with the deep black levels.
The story was very good, and the devs know how to optimized UE4 to look great in VR (tough to do sometimes) Please devs
make another.. Escape Machines is a twin stick iso retro pixel shootemup with some lite RPG elements.

The problem is that, well, to start with when you launch the game it tells you they decided not to develop it more than 3 levels
and they were going to port their work to Unreal 4. Complete ripoff! Of course, Valve's "Early Access" program enables this
kind of fraud.

The current engine is Flash which is really a joke, the thing might as well run in a browser. Gameplay itself is weak and clunky,
unsurprising because it's Flash. No proper PC options coupled with nightmarishly bad English translations all put this game
squarely in the junk pile.. shte se samoybiq. Very enjoyable. My only complaints are (1) lack of options for things like tracker
visibility, and (2) only four heroes to choose from. Fun graphics, great sound, challenging gameplay. And cheap!
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Really loved the darkness of the plot at some points. Would absolutely recommend. Still thinking about this quite often and wish
I could play it again for the first time.. Oh my GLOB! This reminds me of Whimsyshire from Diablo. Seriously- same basic
diablo mechanics, but with awesome adventure time themes. :) If youre an adventure time fan and just wanna hack n slash, this
is perfect. I own another adventure time game (dungeon on ps4), and this one wins, hands down.. I'm not sure how or why this
exists but it exists. Luxor has always been towards the runty end of casual, what with taking the least interesting bits from
Breakout and Puzzloop and not even really trying to do anything vaguely interesting with anything it does take from. It always,
always felt like a bit of a "yeah, I want a marble blaster but totally not Zuma honest guv" thing.

And yet here we are with a vector reimagining of the game, somewhere in the region of Dark Castle Software or Sokurah's
house styles and very, very pretty it is too. Yeah, I'm easy and I'm easily sold on things which glow. I can't say I actually
imagined for a second it'd be any good but it is good and I'm not sure I know how to parse that. Sure, it's easy. it's tremendously
easy and the difficulty curve is pretty much close to non existent but it's satisfying so that's OK, I think.

It is, still, Luxor at its heart. You have a bat that you move across the bottom of the screen to fire the appropriate coloured
marble at the marble snake thing that makes its way down the screen. But I dunno, whilst the formula remains the same, the
stark neon glow, the great sound effects, the classic arcade bonus rooms, it's like someone really took the time to try and make it
work as best they good and then make it pretty too.

I like it. I like it a lot and it surprised me. It's perhaps trying too hard to straddle the casual divide but who cares when you've got
neon exploding marbles all over the shop? Did I mention the bonus stages are great btw? The bonus stages are great.. Very good
game but,

To the creators I would love to see a creative mode, and consol commands
. Awesome Walking Dead Crossover!. idk how to rate it because my game wont even load lol so rip money...
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